Temporal discrimination in the cerebellar cortex during conditioned eyelid responses.
Little is known about mechanisms used by the nervous system to encode time. In light of recent evidence, cerebellar cortex involvement in the learned timing of conditioned eyelid responses shows promise as an area of investigation into neural timing mechanisms. Lesion studies indicate that the cerebellar cortex is necessary for response timing, but do not rule out the possibility that response timing is encoded afferent to the cerebellum. To differentiate between precerebellar and cerebellar cortical timing mechanisms, rabbits were trained by pairing direct stimulation of mossy fibers in the cerebellum as the conditioned stimulus (CS) with an eyeshock unconditioned stimulus (US). We find that individual animals can produce differently timed conditioned responses when trained with a mossy fiber CS that has been paired with the US at various interstimulus intervals. The fact that differently timed responses can be conditioned using constant-frequency stimulation of an invariant subset of mossy fibers as the CS suggests that timing information in the afferent input to the cerebellum is not essential. Two rabbits trained with single-pulse stimulation in the cerebellum as the CS also learned differently timed conditioned responses; suggesting that fiber recruitment during a stimulus train does not convey the necessary temporal coding to the cerebellar cortex. Together with the lesion data, these findings suggest that the learned timing of conditioned eyelid responses occurs in the cerebellar cortex.